你好 from Seattle!

nǐ hào
THE CONFUCIUS INSTITUTE OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

offers this book as a token of gratitude and celebration of our partnership with educators from China. We strive to develop programs in Washington State that build Chinese language literacy and appreciation of Chinese culture.

In this book of photographs, we highlight the collaboration of Chinese visiting teachers in Seattle Public Schools and in community exchange. Mentor teachers coming to Seattle, along with local Mandarin teachers, create a conduit between students in China and public school students and offer opportunities for an enriching exchange. In addition, the collaboration continues to build proficiency in the teaching of Chinese here in Washington.
Pathfinder K-8 Chinese Language Program featuring a visiting teacher
两张大象
liǎng zhī dà xiàng
两只大象
liǎng zhī dà xiàng
Visiting Chinese teacher at Denny International Middle School
Beacon Hill International School Mandarin Immersion students perform a Chinese song
Moon Festival Project
Beacon Hill International School Mandarin Immersion Program
Confucius Classroom Exchange Program
Renmin Primary from Chongqing at Beacon Hill International School in Seattle
Renmin Primary students tutor Beacon Hill Mandarin Immersion kindergarteners
Students from China learn together with American students during their visit to Seattle
Chinese art teacher from Renmin Primary conducts a drawing lesson at Beacon Hill International School
A warm farewell party for Renmin Primary visitors
Guest teacher engages students during Community Chinese Corner held at Seattle Chinese Garden
Learning language and culture at Community Chinese Corner with CIWA Chinese Director
Community Chinese Corner students learn to read a menu and order food in Chinese
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